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Abstract

• We will take a look at the legacy of less than expert level virus writers, and examine the threat they continue to pose.
Background

• July 1962, Mariner 1 space probe
• August 2003, power blackout affected the North Eastern Coast of the United States.
Bugs in viruses

• Until recently, typically written by amateur fanatics, hacked together by script kiddies or as a form of experimentation by overly-curious fledgling coders with minimal testing.

• Case studies of bugs in well known viruses…
  • Overview
  • Bugs
  • Impact
The Morris Worm

• 2 November 1988, Exploited flaws in fingerd/gets and sendmail in BSD-derived versions of UNIX

• Many machines gave in to the crippling load and failed completely as their swap space or process tables were exhausted

• Most problems due to flawed logic in propagation control routine.
The Morris Worm - Analysis

• Designed simply to spread to as many systems as possible
• The worm first attempted to spawn a remote shell, invoking /usr/ucb/rsh, /usr/bin/rsh, and /bin/rsh.
• If this failed the worm connected to the remote finger server daemon sending a 536 byte buffer overflow exploit string to execute an `execve("/bin/sh",0,0)`. This attack only worked on vulnerable VAX machines, and caused a core dump on Suns.
• Finally the worm would attempt to exploit an SMTP vulnerability, setting debug on and sending:

```plaintext
mail from: </dev/null>
rcpt to: "|sed -e '1,/^$/d | /bin/sh ; exit 0">
```
The Morris Worm - Bugs

- Calls are made to functions with incorrect numbers of arguments
- Local variables are declared but never used
- Includes routines that are never referenced
- Others that will not be executed because of conditions that are never met.
The Morris Worm - Bugs

if ((random() % 7) == 3)
    return;

• Several worm processes infected a clean machine at once.
• Several worm processes starting at once, in the presence of an existing infection.
• A machine is slow or heavily loaded, which could cause the worm to exceed the timeouts imposed on the exchange of numbers.
The Morris Worm - Impact

• Propagated far faster than expected.
• Systems slowed significantly by infections.
• Administrators noticed slow machines and spotted worm quickly,
• With experts at work on a fix, solutions were available within hours.
Kama Sutra - A wet blanket

• Late January 2006 - **W32.Blackmal.E@mm** (Nyxem, MyWife) mass-mails itself from infected hosts with a choice of 19 mail subjects.
• Contacted a web-based script which was intended to function as an infection counter.
• Estimations of up to 1.8 million infected systems.
• Overwrite files with the following extensions on the 3rd of the month;

With the following text:
DATA Error [47 0F 94 93 F4 F5]
Countdown for Windows virus

PC users have been urged to scan their computers before 3 February to avoid falling victim to a destructive virus.

On that date the Nyssen virus is set to delete Word, PowerPoint, Excel and Acrobat files on infected machines.

Nyssen is thought to have caught out many people by promising porn to those who open the attachments on e-mail messages carrying the virus.

Anti-virus companies have stopped lots of copies, suggesting it had infected a large number of computers.

Porn peril

The Nyssen-E Windows virus first emerged on 16 January and has been steadily racking up victims ever since. Nyssen-E is also known as the Blackmail, MyWife, Kama Sutra, Crew and CME-24 virus.

Helpfully, the virus reports every fresh infection back to an associated website which displays the total via a counter. Late last week the counter was reporting millions of infections, but detections by security firm Lurdo found that many of these reports were bogus.

However, Lurdo reported that more than 300,000 machines are known to have fallen victim to Nyssen-E.
Kama Sutra worm seduces PC users

By Joris Evers
Staff Writer, CNET News.com
Published: January 23, 2006, 2:42 PM PST

A new e-mail worm that spreads under the guise of pornographic content has jumped to the top of the worldwide virus charts.

When run on a Windows PC, the worm copies itself to shared network locations and sends itself to e-mail addresses found on the target computer. The pest includes a timed attack that attempts to disable antivirus and firewall software and delete certain files, including Office documents, on the third day of the month, according to antivirus software vendor F-Secure.

The worm, dubbed W32/Nyxem-E by F-Secure, arrives attached to an e-mail message. It uses a
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New worm relies on old trick

Promise of dirty pictures could destroy personal documents

By Marsha Walton
CNN

Thursday, February 2, 2006; Posted: 8:40 p.m. EST (22:40 GMT)

ATLANTA, Georgia (CNN) -- "There are a lot of people who are going to be very unhappy on the third of February," said Professor Merrick Furst from the Georgia Tech College of Computing.

That's when the Kama Sutra computer worm will begin destroying critical files on infected computers. And hundreds of thousands of machines may have the worm lurking within their Windows operating system, ready to be unleashed on February 3 and the third of every month thereafter.

Experts say Windows Office documents, Word documents, Excel spreadsheets, and PDFs (portable document format) are among the files that will be "overwritten." That means the data will be changed and corrupted, and the original information will no longer be accessible.

While files that have simply been deleted can sometimes be recovered, overwritten files are usually lost forever.
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Urgent Alert Raised for 'Blackworm' D-Day

By Ryan Naraine

January 24, 2006

A high-powered group of security volunteers are raising an "urgent alert" for a potentially destructive e-mail worm crawling through inboxes, warning that the worm's payload is capable of completely destroying important documents on an infected machine.

The worm, which uses the lure of sexually explicit Kama Sutra photographs to trick e-mail users into executing an attachment, is programmed to deliver the destructive payload on the third day of every month.

With a D-Day of Feb. 3 fast approaching, members of the MWP (Malicious Web sites and Phishing) research and operational mailing list have set up a task force to track the threat and help ISPs identify infected users in their net-space.

Gadi Evron, CERT manager in Israel's ministry of finance, is coordinating an industry-wide effort to get businesses and consumers to update anti-virus
Kama Sutra wipeout

Warning over 3 Feb viral payload explosion

By John Leyden — More by this author
Published Friday 27th January 2006 16.40 GMT
Find your perfect job - click here from thousands of tech vacancies

Windows users are been urged to make sure their systems are clean from an email worm which is programmed to overwrite user’s files on 3 February. Blackworm (AKA Nyxem, MyWife or Tearec) has infected more than 300,000 systems worldwide, based on analysis of logs from counter web sites used by the worm.

Blackworm arrives as the infectious payload of email messages with spoofed sender addresses claiming to offer obscene pictures or pornographic movie clips. Subject lines used in the malicious emails include: The Best Videoclip...
W32.Blackmal.E@mm - Bug

L4:  On Error GoTo Next
L7:  On Error Resume at $+46
L9:  push &(Variant[-0054] = 1 As Integer)
L14: push &[-001C]
L17: push &[-0022]
L20: With currentobject=this
L21: call [currentobject.method 203], push Long result
L24: Object[-0020] = pop (no addref on source)
L27: With currentobject=[-0020]
L30: call [currentobject.method 44] 117, check result
W32.Blackmal.E@mm - Impact

• Highly anticipated widespread damage never materialised.
• Media coverage raised awareness
• Systems with no floppy drive and using a single hard-drive partition not affected.
Osx.Leap

• Posted on “hacking” forum as pictures of Macbook Pro Internals.
• Later reposted on macrumours.com as Mac OS X “Leopard” screenshots.

• Creates an Input Manager called apphook.bundle in Library/InputManagers/
• Infects 4 most recently used apps.
• Sends copy of itself to iChat contacts.
Mac users face first Apple virus

Bobbie Johnson
Friday February 17, 2006
Guardian Unlimited

Users of Apple computers were today being warned to protect themselves after the existence of a new kind of worm virus emerged.

The Leap-A worm, which spreads through instant messaging program iChat, is thought to be the first virus for the Apple platform. It poses as a series of pictures which, when opened, allows the worm through a security loophole in order to implant itself in other programs.

Experts say it is easy for users to protect themselves, but that the arrival of malicious code should be a wake-up call to Mac users, who have been unaffected by viruses until now.

"The Leap-A worm isn't in itself a significant threat, but it should act as a helpful reminder that malware (malicious software) can be written for any..."
The Register

'First' Mac OS X Trojan sighted

Look before you Leap
By John Leyden

Antivirus researchers have discovered what's claimed to be the first computer Trojan to infect Apple Mac OS X computers. The malware, dubbed Leap-A, spreads via the iChat instant messaging system as a file called latestroics.tgz that infected machines send to contacts on an infected user's buddy list.

The malicious file, which poses as a set of pictures, is a compressed Unix shell program. The user is prompted for admin credentials to launch the malicious code, which is better described as a Trojan than a virus. Mac OS X users who do this will find their machines infected.

Mac viruses were relatively common at the dawn of personal computing, but these days the overwhelming majority of viruses are Windows specific. Leap-A shows other platforms are also vulnerable.
Macs no longer immune to viruses, experts say

Apple’s growing market share, new chips said making it more of a target

SAN FRANCISCO - Benjamin Daines was browsing the Web when he clicked on a series of links that promised pictures of an unreleased update to his computer’s operating system.

Instead, a window opened on the screen and strange commands ran as if the machine was under the control of someone—or something—else. Daines was the victim of a computer virus.

Such headaches are hardly unusual on PCs...
First Mac OS X Malware Infects Via iChat

By Greg Keizer, TechWeb Technology News

The first piece of malicious code targeting Apple Computer's Mac OS X was identified by several security firms Thursday.

Dubbed "OSX/Leapan" by McAfee, Sophos, and Symantec, the malware spreads using the Mac's built-in iChat instant messaging service, where it arrives as an .IM file transfer. If the recipient opens the "attachments.igt" archive file received from someone on her iChat contact list, the payload, actually a compressed Unix shell program, installs. The Unix shell then uses Mac OS X's 10.4 Spotlight search tool to sniff out other applications on the machine, and inserts a small bit of code into each application.

First discovered as a posting to the MacRumors.com forum posing as screenshots of the next Apple OS, OS X 10.5, or "Leopard," OSX/Leapan is actually a Trojan, not a worm, since it doesn't self-propagate.

"Some owners of Mac computers have held the belief that Mac OS X is incapable of harboring computer viruses, but Leapan will leave them shell-shocked, as it shows that the malware threat on Mac OS X isn't rest," said Graham Cluley, a Sophos senior technology consultant, in a statement.

"Mac users need to be just as careful running unknown or unselected code on their computers as their friends running Windows," he added.

Other details about OSX/Leapan are sketchy, since most anti-virus vendors have only begun pulling apart its code.

Mac malware, while not nonexistent, is rare. Some security analysts, however, have speculated that as Apple's operating system becomes more popular, and
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Malicious worm aims to bite Apple

Mac users are being warned about what has been described as one of the first viruses for Apple's OS X software.

The malicious program, known as Leap-A, tries to spread via Apple’s iChat instant messaging program.

The worm disguises itself as images of Apple’s forthcoming version of its operating system, called Leopard, and plunders buddy lists if installed.

Security firms said Leap-A was not widespread and was unlikely to catch out many Apple users.

No threat

The malicious program tries to trick users into installing it and does not exploit any security holes in Apple’s OS X operating system. It travels in a file called "latestpics.tgz" and only version 10.4 of OS X is vulnerable to it.

Installing and running the worm requires users to...
Osx.Leap - Bug

• the `snprintf` call will result in only “/..” and a trailing terminating null character to be appended to the string
• iChat code may corrupt the file so that it appears larger than it actually is.
Osx.Leap - Impact

• iChat bugs limited spread.
• Damage once infected was increased by rendered applications useless once infected.
Sobig, Sobad

• Early January 2003, with a total of 6 variants released over the following 8 months.
• Named for the large size of its code.
• Initial purpose was to spread a proxy server Trojan the author had put together the previous year.
Sobig - Bugs

• Sobig opens with a bug in the first line of code. Is this a record?

• Sobig.A converts the current date to yyyy.mm.d format, and compares it against 2003.1.23

• To prevent multiple copies of the worm executing at the same time, Sobig uses a named event.

• Sobig.F Network share Enumeration.
Sobig - Bugs

• shrink:00409517  push ds:lpazTrayX ; lpName
• shrink:0040951D  push esi          ; bInitialState
• shrink:0040951E  push 1           ; bManualReset
• shrink:00409520  push esi          ; lpEventAttributes
• shrink:00409521  call ds:CreateEventA
• shrink:00409527  mov  edi, ds:WaitForSingleObject
• shrink:0040952D  push esi          ; dwMilliseconds
• shrink:0040952E  push eax          ; hHandle
• shrink:0040952F  mov  [ebp+hOwnEvent], eax
• shrink:00409532  call edi ; WaitForSingleObject
• shrink:00409534  test eax, eax
• shrink:00409536  jnz  short ok_1
• shrink:00409538  or   esi, 0FFFFFFFFh
• shrink:0040953B  jmp   done
Sobig – Bugs

```assembly
.shrink:00409540 ok_1: ; CODE XREF: WinMain(x,x,x,x)+AA_j
  .shrink:00409540   push    [ebp+lpData]  ; char *
  .shrink:00409543   call    _strlen
  .shrink:00409548   test    eax, eax
  .shrink:0040954A   pop     ecx
  .shrink:0040954B   jz      no_commandline
  .shrink:00409551   mov     ebx, [ebp+hOwnEvent]
  .shrink:00409554   push    ebx             ; hEvent
  .shrink:00409555   push    202h            ; wVersionRequested
  .shrink:00409557   call    WSAStartup
  .shrink:0040956C   test    eax, eax
  .shrink:0040956E   jz      short ok_2
```
Sobig - Impact

• Many small bugs indicate a lack of proper testing.
• Nevertheless, the Sobig family spread very successfully, and Sobig.F became one of the biggest viral threats in 2003.
Code Red

• Static seed used when generating target IP address.
Code Red

Code Red Worm - infected hosts (preliminary) - www.caida.org

unique hosts seen per 10 minute interval
untitled data

infected hosts

time (UTC)

08/01 08/04 08/07 08/10 08/13 08/16 08/19 08/22 08/25
Code Red

• Static seed used when generating target IP address.
• Crippled the spread of the worm.
• Infected same machines over and over.
• Denial of Service due to the amount of data being transferred between the addresses generated.
W32.Lovgate.A@mm

• Bug or feature? After setting up the variable szPassword1 as “xyz123”, the worm proceeds to check the password received as follows...
VBS.SST@mm

Set opentextfile=
filesystemobject.opentextfile(wscript.scriptfullname, 1)
opentextfilereadall= opentextfile.readall
opentextfile.Close
Do
  If Not (filesystemobject.fileexists(wscript.scriptfullname)) Then
    Set createfile=
filesystemobject.createtextfile(wscript.scriptfullname, True)
    createfile.writeopentextfilereadall
    createfile.Close
  End If
Loop
Set gd=fso.OpenTextFile(cible.path,1)
If gd.readline <> "<Lover>" Then
htmorg=gd.ReadAll

gd.Close
Set gd=fso.OpenTextFile(cible.path,2)
gd.WriteLine "<dilan>"
gd.Write(htmorg)
gd.WriteLine document.body.createtextrange.htmltext
W32.Beagle.BH@mm

• This variant adds a value corresponding to its filename to the following registry keys, in what appears to be an attempt to ensure they are executed on startup...
W32.Netsky.D@mm

• When looking for files to extract email addresses from Netsky.D does the following…
W32.Mytoh.MK@mm

• Sets the registry run key;
  "WINDOWS" = "\jif.exe"

• However, the worm does not create a copy of itself as jif.exe in the system path so the attempt to execute the file on boot will fail.
The Professional Era

• Increases in the effectiveness of code released.
• More advanced techniques being used more often.
• More targeted attacks - developed for a specific environment.
Conclusions

• If blackboxing, assume threat may function as intended, perhaps on differing systems.
• Provide as much information as possible in the early stages of analysis.
• A bug can make a difference between a threat that is critical and one that is not.
• Acting on the information we provide costs customers money.
Questions?

Thanks.

john_canavan@symantec.com